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Woodmoor Public Safety Dispatch Summary

Grand Total: 104

Date Arrive Location: OfficerID: Category Nature

3/1/2017 12:00:00 PM Top O'the Moor Drive West Kevin Animal Complaint Wild Animal Coyote

RP using the WIA website reported a coyote in the area of Fawnwood Road and Top O' the Moor West.

3/2/2017 12:17:00 AM Sandy Shore Lane Drew Noise Complaint Noise complaint

RP states of construction noise at the above location.  I responded and contacted semi-truck driver who was picking up a backhoe to a different location. I instructed him to 
get done as quickly as possible and leave the area.  Information forwarded to ACC Coordinator.

3/2/2017 2:15:00 PM Broken Fence Way Kevin Property Found Property

RP states while walking she found a cell phone on the ground.  The Samsung phone is password protected and cannot be opened.  Phone will be held for safe keeping.

3/2/2017 5:10:00 PM Lincoln Green Lane Les Assist Citizen Contact

RP advised she had locked her keys in her vehicle.  I responded and unlocked the vehicle without incident.  Waiver of liability signed.

3/3/2017 10:58:00 AM Acorn Way Chad Assist Assist Other Agency-Fire

Assisted TLFD on a possible carbon monoxide alarm.  Units responded and the house was code 4, unknown reason for alarm.

3/3/2017 5:45:00 PM Heatherdowns Art Alarm Alarm

Alarm company notified WPS of a motion activation at the above address.  I responded and checked all doors and windows which were found to be secure.  Code 4.

3/3/2017 7:04:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP reported seeing a suspicious person with a flashlight on the golf course fairway behind his house.  I responded and checked the residence and surrounding area and no 
person was seen.  Homeowner was not at the residence.  It was later found that 5W45 was conducting a vacation check at the time the RP called.  Unfounded at this time.

3/3/2017 7:45:00 PM Prescotts Inc. Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the blue connex was unlocked with key in the lock.  I secured the connex and brought to WPS office for safekeeping and note 
left on padlock to call WPS for key.  Placed key in envelope and placed inside the key box.

3/3/2017 8:37:00 PM Sloan Lane Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP, PID 5424 reports a white pick-up truck parked in the roadway in front of the above address and several people were going in and out of the residence.  RP stated that 
the homeowner was deceased and the property was in probate.  Myself and 5W45 responded and the vehicle was not on scene.  A check of the residence was found to be 
all secure and no signs of forced entry.

3/4/2017 1:25:00 AM Woodmoor Center Karl Alarm Alarm

While checking the above location an alarm was sounding from Library emergency exit door on west side of building.  I notified the RP who stated they were aware of the 
alarm and stated it had been malfunctioning since 18:00 hours on 03/03/17 and he would fix it in the morning when they open for business.

3/4/2017 8:52:00 AM Scrub Oak Circle Chad Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted TLFD on a medical.
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3/4/2017 10:25:00 AM Furrow Road Chad Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Complaint

RP PID 5427 was traveling south on Furrow Road when VID 2635 pulled onto Furrow Road from Augusta Drive without stopping at the stop sign.  PID 5427 had to swerve 
off the road to avoid an accident.  I advised PID 5427 to contact EPSO and file a report.

3/4/2017 10:50:00 PM Hidden Springs Glen Karl Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP states of a barking dog near Broken Fence Way and Hidden Springs Glen.  As I came to a stop, I responded and staged at the location.  As I pulled up and stopped, I 
heard the dog bark one time.  The owner brought the dog in at 23:01 hours.  Complaint unfounded at this time.

3/4/2017 11:14:00 PM Indian Summer Lane Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

While on patrol I found the garage door open at the above address.  Contacted resident who then closed the door.

3/4/2017 11:32:00 PM Deer Creek Road Dennis Noise Complaint Noise complaint

RP, PID 5426 called and complained about a car with the lights on and people talking very loud in the parking lot of the Cove Townhomes.  I responded and contacted 
suspects and asked if they could quiet down.  They apologized and said it wouldn't happen again.

3/5/2017 10:29:00 AM Fairplay Drive Chad Animal Complaint Animal Complaint

RP stated that a dead cat was on the side of the above road just before Fairplay Way.  I responded and the cat did not have any identification on it. I notified County Roads.

3/5/2017 3:05:00 PM Bowstring Road Art Criminal Activity Trespassing

RP, PID 5428 reports an adult riding an ATV on Walters Property south of his address.  I searched the area and he was GOA.

3/5/2017 4:57:00 PM Caribou Drive Karl Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Hazard

RP reports a truck parked in the traffic lane at the intersection of Caribou Drive and Cobblestone Way.  Upon arrival I found a gray pick up truck parked in the intersection 
as reported.  Contacted the owner at the above address and advised her that she was parked illegally and needed to move the truck.  She moved the truck without incident.

3/5/2017 9:50:00 PM Church of Woodmoor Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the center door on the North side not tightly closed.  Door secured by WPS.

3/5/2017 10:35:00 PM Moorwood Point Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the garage door open.  Resident contacted and the door was closed.

3/5/2017 10:59:00 PM Hidden Springs Glen Karl Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP reports barking dog at the above address.  Upon arrival I staged at the intersection of Broken Fence Way and Hidden Springs Glen for 20 minutes and never heard the 
dog bark.  Complaint is unfounded at this time.

3/5/2017 11:50:00 PM Wildberry Way Karl Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While on patrol I found the trunk of a car open in the driveway at the above address.  I contacted the resident who stated the car belonged to her guest.  Her guest checked 
and said nothing was missing and secured the trunk.

3/6/2017 10:09:00 PM Old Antlers Way Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the garage door open.  Negative contact with resident.

3/8/2017 8:30:00 AM Lewis Palmer Middle School Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP states a man wearing a green hoodie crossed Woodmoor Drive from the above location and was just standing on the side of the road and seemed suspicious.  I 
responded and found it was an employee of the school taking a smoke break.

3/8/2017 6:10:00 PM Oak Hills Drive Les Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted medical above street.

3/9/2017 12:20:00 PM Lone Horn Point Les Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted medical above street.

3/10/2017 7:36:00 AM Wild Horse Drive Kevin Alarm Alarm

Alarm company states of a service door activation at the above address.  I responded and the house was secure, code 4.  After clearing, the owner called and stated it was 
accidental activation when the husband went out the entry garage door.

3/10/2017 1:51:00 PM Wolverine Way Les Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Complaint

RP advised of a motorcycle diving up and down the street very fast.  Upon my arrival I observed a juvenile at the above address standing by a motorcycle.  I contacted him 
and asked him if he was on the street with the bike, and he replied yes.  I then gave him a verbal warning not to ride the bike on the roadway and he said he would comply.

3/11/2017 12:40:00 AM Woodmoor Center Justin Other Pass Along Information

While checking the above location, a citizen contacted me concerning an unsecured coin box at the car wash.  I found the padlock to one of the coin boxes (in the southern 
most wash bay) sitting on top of the box unlocked.  It appears as if the money was collected by normal means and the lock was not put back on.  I called the numbers listed 
on the box and left a message with the owner "Kerry".  It should be noted that the box is not open or unsecured, only the security bar that covers the actual locks.
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3/11/2017 10:37:00 AM New London Road Chad Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP states that a vehicle has been parking across from his house several times late at night but said the vehicle is always gone by morning.  I advised him to call WPS when 
the vehicle is in the area so we can identify it.

3/11/2017 1:08:00 PM Misty Morning Drive Chad Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted TLFD on a medical on the above street.

3/11/2017 7:45:00 PM Oak Hills Drive Art Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP, PID 5430 reports barking dog coming from the south of his address.  I checked the above location, Eldorado Way and Shadow Mountain Drive and no barking dog was 
found.  Unfounded at this time.

3/11/2017 9:27:00 PM Clearview Windows Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the front door unlocked.  Door secured by WPS.

3/11/2017 11:54:00 PM Hope Montessori School Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the window open in the play ground area.  Unable to secure and left a message with the RP.

3/12/2017 3:20:00 AM Congressional Drive Dennis Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call.

3/12/2017 4:37:00 PM Woodmoor Park Art Criminal Activity Trespassing

RP reported an individual on a dirt bike riding in the Walters area behind the Townhomes.  I staged in the Walters area off of Cloverleaf Drive and no rider was seen.

3/12/2017 6:06:00 PM Doewood Drive Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP reported that VID 2636 has been parked off the roadway near the above address for a day and has not moved.  I checked the vehicle and it was secured and attempted 
to make contact with homeowner at the above address and no answer to the door.
On March 13, 2017 at 1430 hrs., the homeowner was contacted and the vehicle belonged to a friend who had been visiting and the vehicle broken down.  While at the 
address the vehicle owner showed up with a trailer to retrieve the vehicle.

3/12/2017 10:50:00 PM Church of Woodmoor Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the N.W. door not closed tightly.  Door secured by WPS.

3/13/2017 9:44:00 AM Lake Woodmoor Drive Chad Animal Complaint Animal Complaint

RP said that a dog from the above address left the property and acted aggressive to him and his dog, no one injured or bit during the incident.  I responded and watched 
both dogs and neither left the property.  I called the homeowner and advised him of the complaint.  The dog owner said he tests the invisible fence collar every week and 
that it works.  No witness to the incident so no violation could be issued.

3/13/2017 2:20:00 PM Fox Trail Way Art Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP reported a barking dog at the above address.  I staged down from the address and no barking was noted.  Unfounded at this time.

3/13/2017 3:55:00 PM Lewis Palmer Elementary School Art Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Complaint

While conducting traffic control at the crosswalk at the above location for children pedestrians, VID 2637 was shown a hand held stop sign and verbally told that this area 
was not an exit for vehicles.  The driver ignored the instruction and sped out into the intersection while pedestrians was still crossing.  Driver left east on Lake Woodmoor 
Drive.  Incident was reported to the District 38 SRO.

3/13/2017 11:41:00 PM Church of Woodmoor Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the N.E. door not tightly closed.  Door secured by WPS.

3/14/2017 2:15:00 PM Fox Trail Way Art Property Property Damage

RP, PID 5432 states person(s) unknown caused damage to his glass French side door breaking the glass.  RP reported the incident to EPSO.  
Note: It is believed by WPS that the damage occurred on 02/20/17 during a medical call that the FD needed to make forced entry into the residence.

3/14/2017 3:07:00 PM Oceanside Drive Chad Assist Assist Other Agency-Utility

RP reported a water leak on Oceanside and Augusta Drive.  I responded and contacted the water department.  The leak was small and will be repaired on the 15th.

3/14/2017 9:33:00 PM Blue Mist Grove Karl Assist Assist Other Agency-Fire

TLFD dispatched to the above address for a fire alarm.  Upon arrival an audible alarm was heard from inside the residence with no answer to the door.  Upon arrival of 
TLFD, it was determined that the resident was out of state and the unit was unoccupied and no evidence of a fire was seen.

3/14/2017 11:09:00 PM Old Antlers Way Karl Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP states that the dog at the above address was left out again and has been barking all night.  I staged at the intersection of Old Antlers and the west end of Longview 
Circle.  I never heard the dog bark.  Complaint is unfounded at this time.
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3/15/2017 8:42:00 AM Augusta Drive Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP at the above address is out of town and said someone rang his video doorbell claiming to be from Woodmoor Water.  I responded and found the WW&S was fixing a 
water leak across the street.  They said they were contacting neighbors to advise their water would be shut off for a short time.

3/15/2017 1:25:00 PM Glencannon Way Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP states a man is sitting in his vehicle at the end of the cul de sac and thought it strange.  While waiting for 5W41, the party exited the vehicle and was measuring the 
neighbors house.  We contacted the individual and homeowner and confirmed it was a contractor giving an estimate.  Code 4.

3/15/2017 1:35:00 PM Glencannon Way Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP advised of a suspicious vehicle in front of her residence.  Upon my arrival, I observed the party sitting at the end of the cul de sac.  5W41 and I made contact with the 
driver who was a contractor giving a bid on a neighbors residence.

3/16/2017 2:30:00 AM Prescotts Inc. Drew Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location,  I found the north western most door on the assembly facility building unlocked. I secured the door without incident.

3/16/2017 8:10:00 AM Jack Boot Way Kevin Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

RP states contractors working at the above address is parked in front of his house and wants them to move their vehicle.  I responded and found a truck and trailer parked 
on Jack Boot Road in front of the RP's house.  The truck and trailer was legally parked and parked in the best location as not to create a traffic hazard.  I called the RP back 
and left a message advising the same.

3/16/2017 4:35:00 PM Fawnwood Road Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP advised of a young child standing in the middle of the road.  5W47 and I responded to the area but could not find a child.

3/16/2017 7:55:00 PM Silver Horn Lane Justin Assist Citizen Assist

RP called and advised that he was hearing a loud "humming" sound coming from outside.  Myself and 5W46 arrived and quickly determined that the noise was a stereo 
that was up too loud coming from down the street.  Myself and 5W46 patrolled the surrounding neighborhood and determined that the noise was coming from an 
unknown house outside of Woodmoor.  The noise stopped after a few minutes of driving up and down the street.

3/16/2017 9:33:00 PM Glen Hollow Circle Justin Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted EPSO and TLFD with a medical call on the above street.

3/17/2017 8:10:00 AM Timber Lakes Grove Kevin Assist Assist Other Agency-Utility

RP at the above address states that he has water flowing from around his unit and down the street.  I responded and it appeared to be from the lawn irrigation system.  I 
called and left a voicemail message with the property management company.

3/17/2017 9:18:00 AM Ox Yoke Way Kevin Assist Assist Other Agency-Utility

RP from Woodmoor Water and Sanitation states they turned the water off for lack of payment at the above address.  She said the tenant is making threats and would like 
WPS accompany an employee to turn the water back on.  I responded and the water was turned back on without incident.

3/17/2017 10:22:00 AM White Fawn Drive Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states 2 people from a roofing company is there to inspect their roof but did not request an inspection.  I responded and I'd 2 individuals from a roofing contractor.  I 
verified that they were legitimate and were there to inspect the roof after they installed the roof 2 years ago.  The husband at the address knew of the appointment but 
didn't tell the RP (wife).

3/18/2017 9:35:00 AM Lower Lake Road Kevin Animal Complaint Wild Animal Complaint

RP at the above address states of a dead coyote near the water behind the above address.  I called and left a message at Woodmoor Water and Sanitation.

3/18/2017 3:28:00 PM Leggins Way Justin Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP states of two dogs barking non-stop on the above street.  I staged in the area for nearly 15 minutes and could only hear sporadic barking from two dogs who were 
playing with their owner in the field closer to the Woodmoor townhomes.  Barking was not excessive and complaint is unfounded.

3/19/2017 4:02:00 AM Indian Summer Lane Drew Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on medical call at above address.

3/19/2017 7:12:00 AM White Fawn Drive Chad Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP states of a dog at the above address barking constantly.  I parked in the area and heard the dog barking. When I attempted to identify the dog it was no longer outside 
so I could not verify the complaint.

3/19/2017 10:20:00 AM Lower Lake Road Chad Noise Complaint Noise complaint

RP stated that construction was being done on the above street before noon.  I responded and found someone doing landscaping work.  I did not hear any noise when I 
was in the area.  I spoke with the home owner and he said that his contractor was using a saw earlier.  I advised him that he would have to wait till after 12:00 for any work 
that will cause noise.
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3/19/2017 4:43:00 PM Lake Woodmoor Karl Criminal Activity Trespassing

RP reports a car by the lake on the WWS access road at the south end of Lower Lake Road.  Upon arrival I found a mother and her two sons fishing.  I advised them that the 
lake was off limits for all activities and that they would have to leave.  She reported that she searched "Lake Woodmoor" on her phone and clicked a link that advised 
fishing was allowed.  I again told her that the lake was off limits and they left without incident.

3/19/2017 6:26:00 PM Knollwood Circle Art Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP, PID 433 reports a barking dog at the above address.  I staged near the location and no activity was noted.  Unfounded at this time.

3/19/2017 6:30:00 PM Palmer Ridge High School Karl Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP, PID XXXX, requested that we respond to the baseball field at PRHS and stand by because a person who had made threats to the coach was there.  I arrived and staged 
near the locked gate leading from the student lot to the baseball field.  After the practice was over the coach stopped by and thanked me for responding.

3/19/2017 6:40:00 PM Sleepy Hollow Road Art Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP reports a barking dog in the front yard of the above address.  I staged near the location and no activity was noted.  Unfounded at this time.

3/19/2017 7:26:00 PM Knotty Pine Way Art Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP, PID 5434 reports a barking dog on the front balcony of the above address.  I responded and staged and no dog was seen or barking.  Unfounded at this time.

3/20/2017 6:09:00 AM Scrub Oak Way Dennis Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call.

3/20/2017 11:04:00 AM Woodmoor Drive Chad Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP states two people were standing on Woodmoor Drive and Monument Hill Road and were holding signs.  I responded and found they were completely off the road and 
were trying to get donations.  No further action required.

3/20/2017 5:20:00 PM Scrub Oak Circle Karl Animal Complaint Animal Complaint

RP reports a black calf walking on Scrub Oak Circle heading southeast.  Upon arrival in the area, myself and MPD checked all surrounding streets and open areas and was 
unable to locate the calf.

3/20/2017 9:44:00 PM Blue Mist Grove Karl Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

RP states a large pick up truck has been parking in the 'compact car' parking spots at the south end of Blue Mist Grove and is currently parked there.  I responded and found 
VID 2638 parked in the compact car space as reported.  Left violation notice on the windshield.

3/21/2017 2:28:00 PM Ridgeview Circle Chad Criminal Activity Harassment

RP states her dog was in her own yard and started barking and when she went to let the dog in, a neighbor blasted a air horn in her dogs face.  I advised her that if this type 
of situation happens again to call us and EPSO.

3/21/2017 5:20:00 PM Bowstring Road Art Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

RP reported a vehicle parked in the roadway and occupant was watching the LPHS baseball game.  I responded and contacted the driver and the vehicle was moved to the 
LPHS parking lot.

3/21/2017 5:45:00 PM Deer Creek Road Art Criminal Activity Trespassing

While on patrol VID 2639, was seen parked at the WW&S pump station on Deer Creek Road.  Checked the area and no driver could be located.

3/21/2017 9:54:00 PM Clearview Windows Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the West door unlocked.  Door secured by WPS.

3/23/2017 4:24:00 AM Doewood Drive Dennis Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical.

3/23/2017 8:23:00 AM Old Antlers Way Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states he had a roofing contractor call and make an appointment to have his roof inspected and was not comfortable having him there.  I stood by until the appointment 
was cancelled.

3/23/2017 4:35:00 PM Deer Creek Road Les Criminal Activity Trespassing

RP states she is having trouble with a contractor and he was on scene and will not leave.  RP advised she informed her contractor that his services are no longer needed and 
they she wanted him to leave her property.  5W47 and I responded and contacted the contractor.  I advised the contractor that the owner wants him to leave the property 
and not return.  Contractor left without incident.

3/24/2017 3:30:00 AM Silhouette Way Drew Assist Assist Other Agency-Fire

Received alarm call for carbon monoxide alert at above address.  I had previously spoken to this RP regarding the same issue and due to a loss of electrical power to the 
home, a carbon monoxide alarm alerted for low battery. She called Tri-Lakes Fire for assistance. While en route (following the Fire Engine) the Fire Engine became stuck in 
the drainage ditch on Fairplay just north of New London (North).  I was requested by LT. Brandon to drive to the above address to render aid on the call.  No carbon 
monoxide was found to be present in the residence.  Returned to site of the stuck Engine, where I provided traffic control while the vehicle was freed.
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3/24/2017 9:00:00 AM Several Streets Kevin Assist Citizen Assist

Assisted numerous people in vehicles stuck

3/24/2017 11:23:00 AM Pebble Beach Way Kevin Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

RP states 2 vehicles are abandoned in the road one of which is blocking his driveway.  I responded and found the driver of the vehicle blocking the driveway at another 
address.  We were able to get the vehicle moved to side of the road and away from the driveway.

3/25/2017 2:42:00 AM Deer Creek Road Drew Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states suspicious sounds were coming from the "The Cove Townhomes," and requested WPS to respond.  I drove to the site, parked my vehicle, and listened for any 
suspicious sounds. I heard none and left after approximately 10 minutes.

3/25/2017 1:40:00 PM Spyglass Circle Les Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP advised that upon her arrival at her residence she found two screens ajar on a door and window.  RP took me to the sliding glass door on the back side of the residence 
and I observed the screen open about two inches with no foot prints in the snow.  RP then took me to a down stairs window on the north side of the residence where a 
screen was slightly ajar.  Upon walking the residence I found no foot prints in the snow.

3/25/2017 5:36:00 PM White Fawn Drive Justin Property Property Damage

While conducting a vacation check at the above address, I found the mailbox laying on the ground near the road.  The mailbox does appear to have been removed from the 
ground due to being struck or pushed over.  It is unknown if the damage occurred by way of a snow plow or a vehicle.

3/26/2017 10:47:00 AM Doewood Drive Kevin Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call

3/26/2017 7:52:00 PM Shadow Mountain Drive Justin Alarm Alarm

RP from the above address, called and asked me to respond to their residence for an issue with their alarm.  I responded and checked the perimeter of the house including 
doors and windows.  No suspicious activity found.

3/26/2017 8:48:00 PM Muzzle Loader Way Justin Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call at the above street.

3/27/2017 7:11:00 PM Augusta Drive Art Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical.

3/28/2017 9:19:00 AM Knollwood Circle Karl Noise Complaint Noise complaint

RP reports at least two people are yelling and screaming on the north side of Knollwood Circle in a driveway.  I responded and drove the entire street and never heard 
anything or saw anyone outside.  I drove back around and again was unable to locate the source.  Complaint unfounded at this time.

3/28/2017 3:05:00 PM Augusta Drive Art Criminal Activity Burglary

RP, PID 5435 reported that on March 23, 2017 at 13:14 hrs. he returned home from walking the dog and found his front door kicked in.  When he went inside he found a 
black male coming from his basement and after a brief encounter, the male left the residence.  He also stated that another individual was upstairs and left out a bedroom 
window and jumped from the roof and left the scene.  RP stated he did not see the second individual and that a pick-up truck and a dark red Chevy Cruse sedan were used 
by the individuals leaving the area.  The incident was reported on the same day to EPSO and that the pick up truck was later found abandoned in the Monument area.

3/28/2017 5:20:00 PM Lake Woodmoor Drive Art Vehicle/Traffic Abandoned Vehicle

The manager for the Monument Pike's Peak Library reported that a gray Volkswagen sedan has been parked in front of the building since March 26, 2017.  I checked the 
vehicle and no plates were on the front or rear, left front tire was flat, radio had been ripped out and the vehicle was unlocked.  The vehicle was reported to EPSO for 
further investigation.  At 20:45 hrs., manager stated that EPSO ran the vin# and the vehicle was clear and that the property management will be contacted to tow the 
vehicle off the property.

3/28/2017 6:07:00 PM Rim of the World Drive Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

The homeowner who is currently on vacation reported that his door bell camera was activated and the individual left down the driveway area.  I checked the residence and 
found all doors and windows were secure and no one was seen in the area.

3/28/2017 6:22:00 PM Scrub Oak Way Art Solicitor Complaint Solicitor Complaint

RP reported that a solicitor was in the area going door to door.  I contacted PID 5436 who had in his possession paperwork for the Graceful Hand Foundation and was 
soliciting for individuals to go to the website and contribute donations for the foundation.

3/29/2017 8:47:00 AM Lower Lake Road Karl Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

While on patrol I found a white pick up with trailer (construction vehicle) parked against the flow of traffic in the northbound lane on the curve on Lower Lake Road.  I 
contacted the driver and advised him that the vehicle needed to be moved as it was parked illegally and was blocking traffic and creating a hazard.  The driver moved the 
vehicle without incident.
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3/29/2017 10:29:00 AM Lower Lake Road Karl Vehicle/Traffic Parking Complaint

RP, PID 5437, advises that there is a large semi parked in the southbound lane at the top of the hill on Lower Lake Road which is blocking traffic and causing vehicles to have 
to go into the oncoming traffic lane to get around him.  Upon arrival I did not see a semi truck.  I saw the white pick up (from report 102954) still legally parked and a pump 
truck cleaning out the port-a-potty.  Advised RP of findings.  He requested that we attempt to locate and contact the builder to see if they would instruct there 
subcontractors to post a traffic controller when they are dropping off/picking up large equipment or dirt.

3/29/2017 3:42:00 PM Knotty Pine Way Art Open Doors Open Door/Window

During a vacation check of the above address, I found the front door unlocked.  I notified the homeowner and it was stated that sometimes when there is high winds the 
door will open.  5W45 responded and we checked the residence.  Nothing out of place and the door secured by WPS.

3/29/2017 10:07:00 PM Whitemarsh Drive Art Criminal Activity Trespassing

RP, PID 5438 reports hearing someone in her front yard area.  I checked the front and rear of the residence and no one was seen in the area.

3/29/2017 11:05:00 PM Clearview Windows Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the South door unlocked.  Door secured by WPS.

3/30/2017 12:35:00 AM Lodgepole Way Dennis Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP, PID 5439 said her daughter was dog sitting at the above address and the dogs were barking and she thought she heard something outside.  I responded and searched 
around the house and surrounding wooded area and didn't find anyone. I noticed the paper in the driveway so it could have been the paper delivery person.

3/30/2017 1:12:00 AM Woodmoor Center Dennis Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the door to Pilates unlocked.  Door secured by WPS.

3/30/2017 2:47:00 PM Indian Summer Lane Karl Alarm Alarm

RP reports her alarm company called her to advise of a rear door alarm activation.  They are currently traveling out of state and no one should be in the house.  I responded 
and found the back door slightly open with no signs of forced entry.  I called the resident back and obtained permission to enter and clear the house.  Myself and 5W44 
made entry and checked the interior and nothing looked out of place.  Rear door secured and exit was made via the garage door.  Advised resident of findings.  Code 4.

3/30/2017 7:45:00 PM Knollwood Circle Art Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Unfounded

RP reported a barking dog in the backyard of the above address and no one appears to be home.  I responded and contacted the owner.  The dogs were in the residence at 
this time.  Unfounded.

3/30/2017 9:40:00 PM Knollwood Blvd Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP, PID 5440 reports 2 vehicles parked next to his house and several juveniles got out and started running thru the trees across from his residence.  I responded and found 
VID 2641 and 2642 unoccupied.  I checked the area including the treed area and did not see anyone.  While leaving the area, I noticed four vehicles with teenagers inside 
leaving the area.  I contacted EPSO to have a deputy check the area also.

3/31/2017 8:55:00 PM Whitemarsh Drive Justin Criminal Activity Trespassing

RP states a vehicle was driving behind their house on the golf cart path and left the path using her driveway to exit onto the street.  She states it was a single car unknown 
make, model, or color.  Car left in an unknown direction on Augusta.
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